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41. I believe watching TV is____ listening to radio. A. so good or

better than B. like good or better than C. as good as or better than D.

as good as or better 42. The effect of the medicine,____ we had

expected, was quite encouraging. A. which B. that C. as D. what 43. 

“Would you send this message to Prof. Wilson?” 

“Sure,____him about something else in any case, so there won’t

be any bother at all.” A. I’ll see B. I see C. I’ll be seeing D. I may

see 44. I have no choice then but ____the work. A. finished B. to

finish C. finish D. finishing 45. “During last decade, there have been

many changes in family life.” “Are these changes ____?” A. for

the good or for the bad B. for the worse or for the better C. for worse

or for better D. for the worst or for the best 46. James was born in

London____May 7, 1952 ____4:45____the morning. A. on/at/in B.

in/at/in C. in/at/on D. on/by/in 47. Is it important that he____ his

education in all ways? A. develop B. develops C. will develop D.

developed 48. Can you introduce the girl____ the right to me? A. in

B. at C. on D. of 49. A sneeze cannot be performed voluntarily,____

be easily suppressed. A. nor it can B. it can not C. nor can it D.

cannot it 50. He is still not here, he____. A. may miss his plane B.

could miss his plane C. should have missed his plane D. may have

missed his plane 51. I do not doubt____ he will appear soon. A. that

B. whether C. if D. whatever 52. All substances,____, liquid or solid,



are made up of atoms. A. be they gases B. whether they are gases C.

they are gases D. they can be gases 53. Only in recent years____

begun to realize the importance of Internet.A. people have B. have

people C. that people have D. since have people 100Test 下载频道
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